
Pushing forward advances in the way we integrate and incorporate 

new and emergent digital technology, as a tool for learning to ensure 

equality of access to the curriculum is at the forefront of this work

In this study we illustrate how one school utilises QR Codes to support the development of

independent learning. Through the adoption of this technology children are able to access the

curriculum independently of their teacher, specifically to re-cap the introduction of a new practical

process skill. Following a teaching led demonstration, in order to reinforce the process of how to

set up, thread and safely use a sewing machine. Children were able to scan a series of QR Codes

which then directed them to You Tube video clips, where via use of their i-pads they could revisit

key aspects of the lesson whilst in the classroom, and in doing so reinforce learning independently

of their teacher. Externally, outside of the lesson children were also able utilise the QR Codes to

support them in independent study tasks including revision and the completion of homework.

Oh my!…using these apps I can’t 
believe how easy it is to create 

absolutely fabulous presentations!

Make your own QR Codes and Augmented Reality for free!

Did you know? 
You can visually represent the formatted content of your QR Code within the code itself? 

In this example the QR Code directs you straight to a You Tube clip, that shows you how 

to create your own Augmented Reality (AR) using the Aurasma platform.   

To interact with the images and codes contained within this poster

you can use any smart phone, i-pad or tablet with internet

connection. To access the digital content, either via Augmented

Reality (AR) or the QR Codes you will need to down load a couple of

‘apps’ from either the App Store or Google Play. If you don’t have

one already you will need a QR Code reader. All apps cited here are

free and whilst in no way a definitive list, they are just of few of the

most commonly utilised, tried and tested, by those who have

contributed to the case study’s contained within this poster. For i-

pad TapMedia Ltd works well, as does ScanInc. for those using

android devices. Other suggestions include: BeeTagg

http://www.beetagg.com/en/download-qr-reader/or Unitag,

https://www.unitag.io/qrcode/app. To access the Augmented

Reality (AR) in this study we have utilised two providers: Auramsa

available @: http://www.aurasma.com and Zappar available @:

http://www.zappar.com

In this study we showcase how, using digital technology,

children’s awareness of staying safe online was

encouraged through their creation of a short E-Safety

film. This study is set in a school that provides high

quality education for children with severe or profound

learning difficulties, where great emphasis is placed on

developing independence and communication skills. Using

their i-Pads and a number of free photographic and video

editing apps, supported by their teacher, the children

worked together to storyboard, film and then edit their

video.

D a w n e  B e l l ,  E d g e  H i l l  U n i v e r s i t y  a n d  M i k e  M a r t i n ,  L i v e r p o o l  J o h n  M o o r e ' s  U n i v e r s i t y

Orthographic Projection is the method by which a three dimensional object is viewed, either in first or third angle, from

three different planes; plan view, side and end elevation. This is a notoriously difficult and technical concept to teach, and

in this study, which draws upon findings from work with over 100 children aged between 11-14 years of age, we illustrate

how via utilisation of the Crayola car studio app the concept is conveyed easily, and provides a platform from which pupil

understanding can build. The app, which is free to download, enables children to apply surface pattern to vehicle

templates, using an orthographically based method. When scanned, using any smart phone or tablet, the visual planes

combine to create a single design. Visualisation is instant and as pupils ‘drive’ their designs they can see their work from

multiple perspectives. This further supports understanding, and teachers report that in the majority of cases children

then critique their own work, and have been self-motivated to revise their designs.

Educational institutions globally are beginning to recognise

and understand the potential of Augmented Reality as tool

that facilitates the development of independent learning, and

enables curriculum access for all. Here we showcase work

developed by teachers using Aurasma and Zapper AR, two

Augmented Reality (AR) platforms. Examples include

utilisation of AR across all sector age phases, and illustrates

its adoption to support language development and

curriculum access for those with specific identified learning

needs. Also as an aid to re-cap information, including

mathematical formulae or the use of a process or skill

independently of the teacher. Scanning the images and QR

Codes will direct you to examples of AR in action.

Formative feedback is essential. It supports

learners and when used effectively ‘feedforward’

is integral in shaping future learning. In this study

we highlight the adoption of response based data

collection apps, currently being utilised by

teachers, that support them to getting real time

feedback from their students. Using the data,

teachers are able to gauge levels of

understanding, and measure progress during a

lesson. Subsequently this enables the teacher to

identify individual student needs and act

accordingly, to provide targeted bespoke support.

There are a number of apps available where the

basic package is free, and the majority enable the

teacher to plan both synchronous and

asynchronous learning opportunities.

Here are just a few you may want to try: 
Piazza, Socrative, Polleverywhere and Kahoot
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The video ‘Do you know who you are talking to?’

can be viewed @ http://palmerstonschool.school

jotter.com/Our+News+and+Letters/Key+Stage+4

Alternatively simply 

scan this QR Code:
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Have you tried Popplet?
An easy to use app that helps the user to
create mind-maps in seconds!

Pintrest is being used

by students to collate

and share research,

information, and to

create mood boards

for utilisation across

a range of subject

disciplines.

You can scan this image

http://www.beetagg.com/en/download-qr-reader/
https://www.unitag.io/qrcode/app
http://www.aurasma.com/
http://www.zappar.com/
http://palmerstonschool.schooljotter.com/Our+News+and+Letters/Key+Stage+4
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